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I. Choose the correct Answers. 

1. Which properties allow specifying the formatting rules for the textual content on a Wep page? ( ) 

    A.   CSS texting      B.   CSS text      C.   CSS textual     D.   None of the above      

2. Which of the following protocol is not used in the Internet?      ( ) 

    A.   Telnet       B.   WIRL       C.   HTTP       D.   Gopher    

3. Who invented World Wide Web(WWW)?         (     ) 

    A.   Blaise pascal      B.   Charles Babbage    C.   Herman Hollerith    D.   Tim Berners-Lee 

4. What is <tt> tag in HTML?           (     ) 

    A.   it renders fonts as teletype text font style     B.   it renders fonts as truetype text font style  

    C.   it renders fonts as truncate text font style     D.   None of the Above   

5. CSS stands for            (     ) 

    A.   Cashcade Style Sheets        B.   Cascade Screept Sheets     

   C.   Cascading Style Sheets         D.   None of the above      

6. W3C released the first specification of CSS in ........ named CSS1 specification    (     ) 

    A.   1996        B.   1992       C.   1993       D.   None of the above   

7. A CSS declaration always ends with a .......... and declaration groups are surrounded by ........ ( ) 

    A.   semicolon and curly brackets      B.   semicolon and square brackets  

    C.   either (A) or (B)        D.   neither (A) or nor (B)      

8. CSS allows you to specify your own selectors called       (     ) 

    A.   "id"        B.   "class"       C.   "id" and "class"     D.   None of the above   

9. The id selector is used to specify a style for        (     ) 

    A.   multiple,common element        B.   multiple,unique element  

    C.   single, common element        D.   single, unique element    

10. The id selector uses the id attribute of the HTML element, and is defined with a  ( )  

    A.   "@"       B.   "_"       C.   "%"      D.   "#"      

11. Which selector is used to specify a style for a group of elements ?     (     ) 

    A.   id selector       B.   class selector      C.   neither (A) or nor (B)     D.   either (A) or (B)  

12. The class selector uses the HTML class attribute, and is defined with     (     ) 

    A.   ":"        B.   "."       C.   ","       D.   None of the above   

13. How many ways to Insert CSS          (     ) 

    A.   one        B.   two       C.   three      D.   None of the above   

14. An external style sheet is ideal when the style is applied to      (     ) 

    A.   many pages       B.   single pages     C.   few pages     D.   None of the above  

15. An internal style sheet should be used when a single document has a     (     ) 

    A.   unique style      B.   common style     C.   either (A) or (B)   D.   None of the above  

16. To use inline styles you use the style attribute in the ............... tag     (     ) 

    A.   style tag       B.   relevant tag      C.   link tag       D.   None of the above   

17. The <link> tag goes inside          (     ) 

    A.   the body section:      B.   the title section:     C.   the head section:     D.   None  

18. To inserting a style sheet           (     ) 

    A.   External style sheet     B.   Internal style sheet     C.   Inline style sheet     D.   All 

19. CSS provided the basic styles such as         (     ) 

    A.   specifying font and font styles     B.   setting margins     C.   applying colors  D. All 

20. Each declaration consists of a          (     ) 

    A.   property and value      B.   property      C.   value       D.   All of the above 

 

 



II. Fill in the blanks 

1. HTML stands for Hypertent markup  language 

2. < Br > tag is used for Break 

3. A website is composed of a group of web pages linked together. 

4. URL stands for Uniform Resource locator 

5. A webpage is a web document available on www. 

6. A hyperlink is a word, group of words, or image which opens another file when clicked on it. 

7. DHTML stands for dynamic 

8. CSS means cascading style sheet 

9. Marquee tag is used to scroll the tent on the screen. 

10. < DL > stands for definition list 

11. < OL > stands for ordered list 

12. < IMG > tag is used to insert in image. 

13. A tag that is applied to an individual character is known as a character tag 

14. < UL > stands for Unordered list 

15. A form is an area that can contain form elements. 

16. < src > stands for source 

17. A drop down list is a selectable lost 

18. A static web page is one that does not change its appearance, layout or content. 

19. The process of designing statice web pages is called web designing  

20. DHTML stands for dynamic HTML 

 

III. Short Answers.    

1. What is HTML ? 

2. What is CSS? 

3. Types of CSS? 

4. What is a form? 

5. What is a Hyperlink? 

6. What are table tags? 

7. What is a static page? 

8. What is an identifier? 

9. What is a frame? 

10. What are definition list tags?  


